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JACOPO BENEDETTI

Jacopo Benedetti is a professional photographer a visual designer,
and a terrible rock dancer. Born in Italy in Rome.

Quick learner, predisposition to hard work, extrovert, versatile, strong on teamwork and in multicultural 
environments with a great sense of responsibility, sociable, eased to adapt to new situations; eager to learn 

and increase personal development and knowledge.

He has been working as a freelance for various companies and private entities, which had enabled him 
further development of knowledge and experience as a researcher and designer by applying web solutions, 

photography and graphics, that have been also acquired by self-taught.
He has always worked closely with people in order to solve problems in the most efficient ways in a variety of 

work fields and situations by applying knowledge on public relations, photography and graphic.
Jacopo is captivated by the world wide forms of expression, which have leaded him to publish on different 

Italian magazines, and published some shots on National geographic Ita and usa.
Always in love with shape, light, spaces and signs.  Jacopo is looking for the perfect balance between form 
and function; between work, creation, thinking, drawing, cooking, sleeping, tasting, reading, sense of humour 

and photography, the latter always.

or
YOUNG professional

PHOTOGRAPHER at heart

DREAMER obstinate

  MINIMALIST convinced

LOYAL of "less is more"

DESIGNER in the soul

PHOTOGRAPHER at heart

  IN LOVE with the world

I LOVE my job 

I LOVE

60% photography, graphic, image editing, retouching

30% design 

10% other

WWW. .COM



SKILLS

EDUCATION

CONTACTMY  LEISURE TIME?

EXP ERIENCE

2006
2010

2009
2012

2012
PRESENT

2010
PRESENT

never mind

‘04 ‘05 ‘06 ‘07 ‘08 ‘09 ‘10 ‘11 ‘12

19%

25%

21% 16%

19%

- Rome> advice designer / Layout
 - Rome > junior designer 2D/3D

Rome > Casa Africa Onlus: teaching italian to war refugees / 
accommodation facilities and support services

- Roma altruista: regular donation of food to cats and dogs

- Rome >  advice designer /  Graphic design
- London > Graphic / photographer
    - Rome> Researcher and project 

 - Rome >  photograph / Graphic
/ Image editing / Design

yes, i can

everything’s ok, mate

a beast

Degree [Architecture/class 4]
to Graphic and Multimedia design - 74/100 -

Degree [MIUR]
to System Design
- To be completed thesis.

jacopo.benedetti@yahoo.it

+393495795482

*I authorize the use of my personal records according to the Italian Data Protection Law currently in e�ect (D. Lgs.n.196/2003). 

/ Thyssenkrupp Italia S.P.A 
/ ISIDE Research Lab 

/ Architecture | Design Studio

/ Volunteering experience

/ Independent professional

COMMUTE
LANGUAGES

 @ò

nope

yes

i like my office

ok

nope

not bad

native speaker 

English 

Italian

everywhere absolutely 

[Life]
travel,  photography, graphic,  spor ts,  ski,  frisbee, food, cooking, movies, music,  radio, sky gazing, 
science, inquisitive, swim with whales, beer and books. 

jacopobenedetti.com www

AI - PS  - Pr  - CR  -  LR

 3DS - vRAY - CAD - ID 

Think design, Solid works, 

“Comic Sans”


